Leading the field
Our award winning Public Procurement group
Our Public Procurement group is widely recognised as a top tier
practice and is ranked in Band 1 in the UK by Chambers and Partners.
The practice is recognised for its ability to provide practical and
commercially-focused advice on complex procurements across the
UK and abroad.
Our lawyers regularly advise public sector and utility
procurers, as well as bidders, in the context of some
of the largest tender processes in the country.
We can utilise this experience to help you develop
your bid strategy, prepare your submission to
maximise your prospects of success and to avoid
common pitfalls. In the event that you have
concerns as to the outcome of a process, our
experienced Dispute Resolution team can help
you raise effective complaints, gain access to the
information you need to assess your position and,
if necessary, use our extensive experience to guide
you through the litigation process.

We can also provide you with procurement training,
helping in-house teams prepare more effectively for
bidding in regulated procurements and identifying
issues that might affect a bidder’s chances of
success. We would be happy to discuss with you
any training needs your team may have.
For more information, please contact:
Totis Kotsonis
Partner
T: +44 20 7919 0700
totiskotsonis@
eversheds-sutherland.com

We can help you:
− review procurement documents to identify
potential issues at an early stage

Adam Fisher
Partner

− assist with the development of bid strategies and
commercial offerings to maximise potential scores

T: +44 121 232 1619
adamfisher@
eversheds-sutherland.com

− conduct due diligence checks prior to tender
submission
− provide ongoing strategic advice as and when
issues arise

Edward Williams
Principal Associate

− make effective requests for additional information

T: +44 113 200 4321
edwardwilliams@
eversheds-sutherland.com

− make effective complaints
− advise in relation to potential challenges
− conduct litigation
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